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DETAILED TORs / JOB DESCRIPTIONS

1. Project Manager
 Plan overall project activities in close coordination with government
 Attend consultation meetings with government partners
 Execute, monitor and supervise the project activities and deliverables as per the project
agreed timelines
 Manage the process of planning, production, and broadcast of live and recorded radio
shows, on specific agreed theme
 Ensure the confirmation and participation of guests for radio shows with the support of
Admin/Logistics Officer and coordinate with the producer and team members
 Manage close liaison and coordination with the project team, stakeholders, and donor.
 Report all progress and hurdles to Project Director/donor
 Manage and produce different projects reports with different frequencies such as daily,
weekly, monthly, and project final reports.
 Review and approve the radio programs translations and video messages for quality of
content
 Ensure broadcast of PSMs on radio and video messages on social media
 Conduct weekly meeting of the project staff and share all relevant updates.
 Overall management of the project activities and operations.
 Understanding of the political and social landscape of the Merged Areas of KP.
 Laptop and internet connectivity is a must.
 Fluency in Pashto, Urdu, and English.
 5-8 years’ relevant experience in management communications for development projects
with a Master’s in social sciences, Business Administration or Project management.
2. Finance Manager
 Provide strategic level guidance on matters related to finance and operations
 Oversee day-to-day financial operations for radio live shows
 Manage contracts and agreements with radio stations and external human resource.
 Monitor operating expenses
 Monitor cash flow, accounts, and other financial transactions.
 Maintain proper record of the project relevant financial operations
 Produce financial reports as per donor standards and requirements.
 Laptop and internet connectivity is a must.
 5-7 years’ relevant experience with 16 years of education in Finance, Accounting, or
auditing.

3. Logistic and Admin Officer
 Support the process of weekly meetings of the project staff and share all relevant updates.
 Manage proper communications with stakeholders to ensure the participations
guests/speakers for radio shows.
 Coordinate with relevant government department to ensure the participation of
guests/speakers from their departments in Merged Areas
 Develop guests/speakers contact list with coordination of stakeholders
 Contact, invite, and confirm guests/speakers for radio lives show from Merged Areas and
other districts.
 Prepare and update project database and provide support to Project Manager in reporting.
 Provide travel claims and TA/DA to all the participants of radio live shows. Keep records
and fill all the forms from participants.
 Provide day to day logistics and operational support to the project.
 Fluency in Pashto, Urdu, and English.
 Laptop and internet connectivity is a must.
 3-5 years’ relevant experience with 14-16 years of education in Social Sciences, Business
Administration, and Supply Chain Management.
4. Producer
 Assist and monitor the production of radio live shows aired in a week
 Coordinate with reporters in concern of research, topic selection, and assignments
 Provide editing support to maintaining the quality of production/report
 Maintain the record of all reports on weekly/monthly/project basis
 Search and arrange relevant guests for show on daily basis
 Maintain guest records for monthly and final report
 Conduct field visits to Merged Areas for recording of community show with coordination
of Local Government Department
 Prepare and share rundown/questionnaire prior to the show
 Prepare and maintain the radio show’s feedback
 Briefing the host about the radio live shows activity and about each topic.
 Manage phone calls and text during and after the live shows.
 Manage live and off-air feedback through a mobile phone. Make sure that the listeners
feedback is properly documented and incorporated in the radio programs.
 Produce content for PSMs and translate the content in English
 Laptop and internet connectivity is a must.
 Work closely with project manager.
 Fluency in Pashto, Urdu, and English.
 7-10 years’ relevant experience in using media for development with 16 years of
education in Journalism, Communications or Social Sciences.

5. Technical Coordinator
 Provide technical support to the project
 Assist in arranging guests and preparing show reports
 Conduct technical tests, including sound checks
 Manage logistical and technical needs for all live and taped broadcasts including assets,
studio equipment, and operational requirements of the producer/presenter
 Maintain day to day management of production studio and control room by ensuring the
studio is prepared and production needs are addressed and to communicate with radio
stations to ensure live streaming and broadcast of the programmes run smoothly.
 Support proper setup and operation of recording equipment, switching and routing
systems, audio mixers, audio monitors, servers, lighting and other associated equipment
for shows
 Provide real-time trouble shooting during show taping/broadcast.
 Conduct joint visits to Merged Areas for recording community shows in the target areas.
 Develop videos for social media from the panelists and stakeholders
 Manage audio recording of the shows.
 Coordinate with local government department technical team to get access to website of
department.
 As a freelance, the technical coordinators should have audio and video recording, editing
and mixing equipment.
 Production of PSMs process.
 Working knowledge of Pashto, Urdu, and English is necessary.
 Laptop and internet connectivity is a must.8-10 years’ relevant experience with 14-16
years of education in the ICT relevant field.
6. Host / Presenter
 Rehearse before the live shows
 Research topics that will come up during the radio show
 Plan the general direction of the show with the producer and program manager
 Meet guests for the radio programme beforehand and discuss the outline the episode
 Introduce topic, relevance, guests, and other features throughout the show
 Ensure the smooth running of the radio live shows
 Follow a script, or improvising, and following the rundown as best as possible
 Voiceover for PSMs and Community Shows
 Access to Internet and a laptop is a must.
 Fluency of Pashto and English, plus working knowledge of Urdu. Understanding and
fluency in Merged Areas dialect is an added advantage.
 3-5 years’ relevant experience with 14-16 years of education in Journalism,
Communication or Social Sciences.

7. Reporters
 Coordinate with the producer and program manager for assignments
 Determine stories, production sequences, and recoding requirements
 Conduct the production for the report package, including scripting, recording, and editing
 Send finalized report package to the producer for inclusion in the show.
 As a freelance, the reporters should have audio recording editing and mixing equipment.
 Fluency of Pashto and English, plus working knowledge of Urdu. Understanding and
fluency in Merged Areas dialect is an added advantage.
 Laptop and internet connectivity is a must.3-5 years’ relevant experience with 14-16
years of education in journalism, communication, or social sciences.
8. Translator
 Translate and transcribe content (audio/video/written) in the desired languages (Urdu,
Pashto, and English)
 Develop sub-titles from Pashto into English.
 Attend any necessary meetings with team
 Laptop and internet connectivity is a must.
 3-5 years relevant experience with 16 years of education in social sciences
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